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Abstract
The problems of information security in public organizations in Ecuador are
evident, which, as a result, have led to corruptions that are present at all levels of
operational, tactical and strategic management. The objective of this chapter is
to analyze the available information found in different media, written, spoken,
among others. The deductive method was used for the collection of information
and observation techniques. It turned out the improve in the administrative processes, prototype diagram of sequence of access of users and services, prototype of
integration of technologies of security of the information for public organizations
of Ecuador. It was concluded that to avoid corruption in a country change should
happen at all levels: the way of thinking and culture of the inhabitants, laws, penalties to politicians without parliamentary immunity, application of information and
communications technologies (ICT) in an appropriate manner, and complying with
international standards in information security. To improve information security,
administrative policies on information security must be changed, and technologies
related to immutable security algorithms, Ledger, Hyperledger, etc., must be used.
Keywords: information security, information security management, database
security, public organizations of Ecuador, security models, cryptography

1. Introduction
Public organizations in Ecuador have problems in the management of
Information Security. The “Ministry of Telecommunications and the Information
Society” ratify that information security problems persist. According to the publication of the “White Book of the Information and Knowledge Society”, it turned out
that only 8% comply with the Security Policies, and those responsible for information security that are part of IT have 51% and that are part of Contingency Plan only
have 16%, among other security indicators [1].
The company Deloitte conducted a study in 2017 concerning the problem
of information security, and the results were published by the “White Paper on
the Information and Knowledge Society,” in which more than 50 national and
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multinational companies participated to improve information security management
and the following was determined:
1. Around 50% had some security breach, and of this, 20% could not determine
the impact of this gap, since they did not have an incident management process.
2. Nearly 50% indicated that their main initiative for 2018 will be training and
awareness in information security.
3. More than 50% cited as one of their main difficulties the lack of budget, followed, very closely, by aspects such as the lack of visibility and influence and
the lack of competent personnel.
4. Around 75% did not measure the return on investments in information
security.
5. The 20% were prepared to face security incidents, originated in social networks.
6. The 60% did not have an SOC (Security Operation Center); meanwhile,
almost 20% said they will have one by 2018.
7. The 36% did not have a disaster recovery plan.
8. As a result of internal and external reviews of companies, user management remains the most shaky element in the management of CISOs (Chief
Information Security Officer (Deloitte, 2017) [1].
Among others defined by the CENDIA published in 2017 that is recorded in the
“White Paper of the Information and Knowledge Society”.
The implementation projects of the Information Security Management System
ISO 27000 ensure all the information assets to have complete control of the organization according to what is stated in the book “Public Companies and Planning” [2].
The security of information is critical today in all public or private organizations;
based on this reason, it is necessary that Latin and world universities generate specialized careers in the area of information security to provide qualified personnel considering that information security is a key aspect for the management of an organization [3].
With the foregoing, it is confirmed that public and private organizations in
Ecuador and in a large part of the world have serious problems of information
security. Information is considered as data, videos, sound, and documents, among
others, that can be saved, shared, socialized, etc.
Therefore, mishandling of information can lead to failure of organizations; on
the other hand, correct decisions can be made based on information that provides
confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity.
In accordance with the current paradigms in information security and computer
auditing, the following most relevant points to be considered by public organizations to improve information security management were determined:
1. Change of information security culture in first level executives, so that they
consider that information security is not a cost, but is an investment to guarantee the mission, vision, and strategic objectives of an organization.
2. All persons working in public organizations, both the first authority and
the lowest office, which may be the custodian or guard, are an important
2
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and responsible party in order to maintain the integrity of the information.
One of the main errors in the management of information security in public
companies is that we are convinced that only those who handle information or
strategic managers are responsible.
3. The structural and functional organizations currently available to public
organizations do not allow information and communications technologies
(ICT) coordinators/directors/managers to govern the organization.
4. The lack of planning and control in a globalized way for the generation of
security plans, contingency, backup, and protection against natural disasters,
etc., causes vulnerabilities, risks, and threats in the security of information in
the organization.
5. Adequate security models and technologies are required for each public organization considering the mission, vision, and strategic objectives.
6. There should be qualified personnel with experience with an average 10 years
in the area of information security and with academic training at all levels
(Engineering, Master’s, and Doctorate) in the same area of knowledge in
accordance with the provisions of UNESCO, SENESCYT, CES (title nomenclature) [4].
7. The World Bank determines that one of the main causes for corruption in
Latin America and the Caribbean is that there is no adequate management
of Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) in the area of
Information Security, and proposes to use it as technologies’ alternative such
as blockchain, Ledger, and Hyperledger. It also clarifies that as long as there is
direct human intervention in the processes and no adequate technologies are
used, there will be a greater probability of corruption and the only ones who
pay for this incorrect management will be the low-income inhabitants [5].

2. Security of the information
Information security worldwide is considered the main fixed asset of a public or
private organization. With the appropriate management of information, corruption
in public-private organizations can be avoided, such as transfers of money without
due authorization, terrorist attacks, information theft, manipulation of processes and
legal reports, kidnappings, violations, accidents, prevention of natural disasters, etc.
2.1 Pillars of information security
To carry out the analysis of information security, the current situation and the
functions of the security pillars must be considered clearly: vulnerabilities, risks,
threats, which will have a direct relationship with the identity, authenticity, authorization, and audit (IAAA), so that the information is with confidentiality, integrity,
and availability (CIA).
The following is a structure for the security of information in public organizations of Ecuador, considering the pillars of security to mitigate the vulnerabilities,
threats, and risks of information.
Figure 1 shows that information systems have vulnerability, threats, and risk
generation and have two layers of security that are covered first with the identity,
3
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Figure 1.
Pillars of information security.

authentication, authorization, and audit (IAAA) and the second with the confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA).
2.1.1 Analysis of information security pillars
Public organizations in Ecuador have vulnerabilities, and as a result, threats and
risks are generated for not having adequate procedures for users to have identity,
authenticity, authorization, and audit (IAAA), so that the delivery of the information to internal and external users is with confidentiality, integrity, and availability
(CIA), then the general description of the following pillars of security will be made.
• Identity is considered to internal or external users who have access to information.
• Authentication corresponds to the identification of users for access through
technological or manual system.
• Authorization corresponds to what information the user who has been identified and has an authentication is entitled.
• Audits are the processes and activities performed in the user and recorded in a
log to store their identity, authentication, and authorization, to be used at any
time in processes of computer audits.
4
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• Confidentiality of the information is considered to be the right that guarantees access only to the personnel that previously have authorization under its
responsibility.
• Integrity of the information is when the information is not modified from the
beginning of its generation until the final delivery to the authorized persons.
• Availability of information, so that it can be used by users; depending on a
technological infrastructure, the availability of information can be guaranteed.
2.1.2 Consequence due to the incorrect management of information security
To solve the problems of the security information of vulnerabilities, risks, threats,
which has a direct relationship with the identity, authenticity, authorization, audit
(IAAA) and with the security triangle confidentiality, integrity, availability (CIA),
one of the alternatives is to carry out the risk analysis; apply the Cobit 5.0 methodology references adapted to the public organization regarding information security ISO
27001; evaluate the degree of knowledge and implementation of information security
management systems, based on the norm NCh-ISO 27001, ITIL, COSO; generate
or adopt models and appropriate security technologies for each organization; apply
immutable security algorithms; generate or adopt own methodologies of the organization for the change of computer culture; and make plans of security, among others.
2.1.3 Alternatives to solve information security problems
To solve the problems of vulnerabilities, risks, threats; which has a direct relationship with the identity, authenticity, authorization, audit (IAAA) and with the
security triangle confidentiality, integrity, availability (CIA); one of the alternatives
is: Carry out the risk analysis, Apply the Cobit 5.0 methodology references adapted
to the public organization regarding information security ISO 27001, evaluation
of the degree of knowledge and implementation of information security management systems, based on the norm NCh-ISO 27001, ITIL, COSO, generate or adopt
models, appropriate security technologies for each organization, apply immutable
security algorithms, generate or adopt own methodologies of the organization for
the change of computer culture, make plans of security among others.
Also take as a reference other similar projects such as the one applied in a health
institution in Chile [6].

3. Related investigations
3.1 Publications related to the research topic
Below is a list of the articles published in different conferences and scientific
journals directly related to the public organizations of Ecuador, in the area of
information and communications technologies (ICT) and information security.
Indicator Model for measuring the Alignment between Institutional Strategies and
ICT Strategies for a Public Sector Company [7], Las TIC en el Ecuador [8], Tecnologías
de Información y Comunicación Impactan la Optimización de los Procesos para el
Desarrollo Local [9], Analysis to define management of identities access control
of security processes for the registration civil from Ecuador [10], security analysis
of civil registry database of Ecuador [11], an approach to information security by
applying a conceptual model of identities in smart cities projects [12], adequate
5
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security protocols adopt in a conceptual model in identity management for the civil
registry of Ecuador [13], analysis of model Clark Wilson to adopt to the database of
the civil registry of Ecuador [14], mitigating the security of the database by applying a
conceptual model of integrity for the civil registry of Ecuador [15], a security algorithms approach to apply to the civil registry database of the Ecuador [16], conceptual
model for identity management to mitigate the database security of the registry civil
of Ecuador [17], adoption of the Hash algorithm in a conceptual model for the civil
registry of Ecuador [18], an approach of efficient security algorithms for distribute
architectures [19], biometric systems approach applied to a conceptual model to mitigate the integrity of the information [20], algorithms for efficient biometric systems
to mitigate the integrity of a distributed database [21], analysis of efficient processes
for optimization in a distributed database [22], analysis of HIPAA for adopt in the
information security in the civil registry of the Ecuador [23], a blockchain approach to
mitigate information security in a public organization for Ecuador [24], analysis of the
appropriate security models to apply in a distributed architecture [25], optimization
of an electronic signature scheme in a voting system in a distributed architecture [26],
ensuring the blind signature for the electoral system in a distributed environment
[27], analysis cryptographic for electronic votes in systems of distributed architectures [28], an approach to the efficient security algorithms used in voting scanning
in an electoral process [29], a homomorphic encryption approach in a voting system
in a distributed architecture [30], analysis of security algorithms for a distributed
database [31], a Hyperledger scheme for the deployment of smart contracts in a public
organization of Ecuador [32], analysis of adequate bandwidths to guarantee an electoral process in Ecuador [33], appropriate security protocols to mitigate the risks in
electronic money management [34], cryptographic algorithms to mitigate the risks of
database in the management of a smart city [35], impact on the information security
management due to the use of social networks in a public organization in Ecuador
[36], an information security approach in the armed forces of Ecuador [37].
3.2 General summary of articles published by segments
• The management of information and communications technologies (ICT),
Models of Indicators, allows to visualize all the processes and activities in
general form of public institutions that must be analyzed with priority to be
considered strategic [7–9].
• The analysis of information security regarding models, technologies, conceptual models, security protocols, prototypes, and cryptographic algorithms,
among others, for the civil registry of Ecuador 10–25].
• They support the analysis, design, models, and prototypes of security for the
National Electoral Council to mitigate the risks in the integrity of the information that will be delivered from the electoral processes [26–33].
• Analysis of appropriate security protocols to guarantee the cash flow of public
organizations using electronic money [34].
• Cryptographic analysis that allows improving the security of data in smart
cities that involve the main cities of Ecuador such as Quito, Guayaquil, and
Cuenca, among others [35].
• Impact of social networks on information security in public organizations, as it
affects both internal and external users to prevent the information from being
disclosed without control [36].
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Public organization name

Priority
Low

Half

High

1

National directorate of the civil registry of Ecuador

x

2

National electoral council

x

3

National directorate of public data

x

4

National council of the judiciary

x

5

National assembly

x

6

General comptroller of the state

x

7

Joint command of the armed forces

x

8

Secretaria de gestión de riesgos

x

9

National secretary of higher education science, technology and
innovation (SENESCYT)

x

10

Central bank of Ecuador

x

11

National secretary of planning and development, Ecuador

x

12

Ministry of communications and the information society

x

13

Superintendency of banks

x

14

Internal revenue services of Ecuador among others

x

Table 1.
Main organizations of Ecuador that should be evaluated in the first phase.

• The security of information in the joint command of the armed forces of
Ecuador is important to analyze because it guarantees the internal and external
sovereignty of the country [37].

3.3 Priority of Ecuador’s public organizations for the analysis
It defines public institutions that have problems in the management of information and communications technologies (ICT) and information security [1]. For
this analysis, public organizations with the highest priority for the evaluation of
information security management are considered; the same that in the medium
term should be analyzed [7–8]. We must mention that all public organizations in
Ecuador must improve the management of information security, but it should be
done in phases.
In Table 1, the public organizations that should be in the first phase are detailed,
considering that they have a high priority for the interrelation they have in state
processes, to reduce corruption with the use of appropriate information and communication technologies.

4. Models, security technologies, and good practices
To apply the models, security technologies, and good practices, the mission,
vision, and strategic objectives of each organization must be analyzed; it is not
appropriate to apply the same to everyone, given that each organization will have
its priorities for the application of confidentiality, integrity, and availability of
information. Each model, technologies, and good practices have different strengths,
which can be applied appropriately [38].
7
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4.1 Security models
4.1.1 Model Clark-Wilson
The Clark-Wilson model is based on four principles: authentication, audit trail,
separation of obligations, and well-formed transactions.
Clark-Wilson is a widely used model to protect business information against
unauthorized modification. In the CW model, the data in the system are requested
in two groups:
• Restricted data elements (CDIs) that are elements or objects whose integrity
must be maintained
• Unrestricted data elements (UDIs) that are elements or objects that are not covered by the integrity policy, such as the input data, but which are relevant since
they can be transformed into CDIs [39]
4.1.2 Chinese Wall Model
The Chinese Wall model is oriented to guarantee the confidentiality of the
information it raises and provides controls to reduce conflicts of interest that may
exist between organizations that handle the same business logic [40].
4.1.3 Model Bell-LaPadula
The Bell-LaPadula model’s strength lies in multilevel security, which does not allow
sensitive information to be filtered by people or entities that do not have the appropriate level of access; this helps maintain a certain degree of confidentiality [41].
4.2 Security technologies
4.2.1 Cryptography
The importance of cryptography is that it is the only current method able to
enforce the objective of computer security “maintain privacy, integrity, and authenticity” and enforce nonrejection, related to not being able to deny authorship and
reception of a message sent [42].
4.2.2 Log inmutables
Applications require robust and inviolable registration systems, for example
electronic voting or bank information systems. At Scytl, we use technologies called
immutable records, which are implemented in electronic voting solutions. This
technology ensures the integrity, authenticity, and nonrepudiation of the generated
records; therefore, in case of any event, the auditors can use them to investigate
the problem. To improve the integrity of the information, an implementation for
immutability is required, the integrity tests of the secure registers within the chain
of blocks known as Bitcoins that is based on SHA-1 [43].
4.2.3 Biometric systems
Biometrics is considered a solution in information security problems; biometrics
has the necessary assurances that the information stored in databases in institutions
8
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cannot be manipulated and lose their integrity. There are some types of biometric
systems that can be used, such as fingerprint, iris reader, facial recognition, and
voice recognition. The use of multimodal biometrics has been considered in the
study [44].
4.2.4 Ledger
The Ledger technology is based on the blockchain that ensures the registration
of information in a distributed architecture, at the highest possible level, despite
being distributed. With Ledger technology, we are thinking of a specific purpose
distributed network, a network that shares a local maintenance [45].
4.2.5 Hyperledger
It is a technology that consists of a network infrastructure based on blockchain.
Hyperledger fabric (HLF) is an open source implementation of a distributed
accounting platform to execute intelligent contracts in a modular architecture. The
implementation of Hyperledger technologies will mitigate the risks of information; because in all the transactions you make, you will register through immutable
log [46].
4.3 Good practices
All public organizations must apply good information security practices such
as those defined in ISO 27001, define appropriate indicators, change of culture
in the area of information and communications technologies (ICT) by executives, consider the Cobit 5.0 methodology that the technologies of information
and communications govern the organization (separate what is management and
government).
In addition, the following good practices are suggested: update systems, limit
users, block output systems, separate the most important files, automate, monitor
permanently, define safety standards, unify processes, and educate internal and
external users.

5. Alternatives to improve information security
In this research, several alternatives were analyzed to improve the security of the
information such as mechanical safety that is applied in an appropriate way for each
organization and definition of all the processes of each public organization, models,
prototypes, and cryptographic security algorithms using techniques of flow chart,
etc. [7–33].
5.1 Description in general
It should be noted that in the publications of the reference of [7–33], you can
find the following information:
The situation of Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) in
Ecuador, definition of processes, conceptual security models, cryptographic
algorithms, security models, analysis of security protocols, technological infrastructures, technologies, applied to public organizations in Ecuador in this case to
the Civil Registry and National Electoral Council of Ecuador. To be considered as
alternatives to improve the management of information security.
9
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6. Proposals to improve information security
After having analyzed all the published articles [5–31] that are directly related
to this chapter of the book, the following activities to improve the management of
information security are proposed to be carried out.
6.1 Improve administrative processes
In administrative processes, it is important that planning bodies modify the functional structural organization of public organizations, considering the good practices
of Cobit 5.0. In the organic structure, the general manager (CEO) and the information
and communications technologies (ICT) manager (CIO) must be at the same level.
Figure 2 defines a generic structure chart suitable for public organizations
where the manager/coordinator/director of information and communications
technologies (ICT) can govern the organization to comply with the recommendations of Cobit 5.0.
6.1.1 Change of culture in information and communications technologies (ICT)
To make the change in the information and communications technologies (ICT)
culture, a training plan is required, with an appropriate methodology at all operational, tactical, and strategic levels, especially at the strategic level so that they are
clear. For an organization to be competitive and the management of information
security to improve, information and communications technologies (ICT) must
govern public organizations.
This change of culture at the level of high-level officials of public organizations
is necessary to execute, considering that 95% of the authorities of public organizations defined by information and communications technologies (ICT) at the
operational level are convinced that they are simply a support for the management
of the organization [7].
6.1.2 Processes and activities that should be considered
To carry out this activity, it can be executed through different types of indicators in the information and communications technologies (ICT) area; in this
case, the following indicators are used as an alternative: Degree of Utilization,
Degree of Support for the Process, Degree of Use, Degree of Online Support,

Figure 2.
Generic structural organization chart of a public organization.
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Figure 3.
Frequently asked questions on information security.

Degree of Scope, Degree of Coverage, Degree of Operational Support, Degree of
Management Support, and Degree of Support Corporate. This allows to determine the current situation of the organization in all areas. With this information,
it is more feasible to identify the information security situation to improve its
management [7].
Another alternative to get to identify the current situation of information
security is to ask the following frequently asked questions:
In Figure 3, the frequent questions are asked with the objective that during
this process the entry of the information is determined and also the output of
the information with identity, authenticity, authorization and audit (IAAA) and
confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA).
6.1.3 Phases that must be considered to improve the security of information
Consider the results obtained in the different articles published on the public
organizations of Ecuador, to consider as an alternative with the objective of improving the security of information [7–33].
1. Adopt or generate a training plan with appropriate methodology for the public
organization for the change of computer culture at the operational, tactical,
and strategic levels.
2. Perform the analysis and define the organizational structure of the organization
considering the Cobit 5.0 methodology as a reference, where the general manager (CEO) and the manager/coordinator/director of information and communications technologies (ICT) equivalent to chief information officer (CIO) have the
same level of authority and the CIO is the one who governs the organization.
3. Carry out the analysis to define the vulnerabilities, risks, and threats that are
generated.
4. Define the structure for the execution of the project: general coordinator, specialist in information security, process specialist, administrator of
information and communications technologies (ICT) infrastructures, etc.,
all with academic training in the area of knowledge at all levels, engineering,
masters, and if the case deserves in the doctorate fulfilling standards of the
SENESCYT and UNESCO. Also have a referential budget.
5. Consider the application of ISO 27001:2013 regarding the certification process
by FIRST (International Incident Management Community, CSIRTS, and
CERTS).
6. Take into account the good practices of the Cobit 5.0, ITIL, and COSO
methodologies to integrate information security management in a globalized
manner.
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7. Define functions for a work group.
8. Define the steps to be taken with the respective responsibility to each officer of
the organization.
9. Prepare an information technology strategic plan (ITSP) with their respective
security plans, contingency, backup, etc., with the participation of official’s at
all operational, tactical, and strategic levels.
10. The exposed phases are those that are suggested to be used as an alternative to
define a generic methodology for public organizations in the next chapter of
the book.
6.2 Prototype sequence diagram of users and services access
A prototype of the sequence of accesses of internal/external users and services to
the information of public organizations is defined.

Figure 4.
Prototype sequence diagram of users and services access.

Figure 4 describes the dynamic interaction of the user, administrator, verifier,
interface, and auditor to perform the sequence of access to information and services.
6.3 Prototype of security technology integration
In order to generate this prototype, the recommendations of the World
Bank for Latin America and the Caribbean are taken into account, which states
textifically: “In the midst of all the technological advances we are currently
12
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experiencing, Blockchain, or chain of blocks, has the power to alter current models economic and business, and become a particularly valuable asset for emerging
economies. According to the experts, it could also be very useful as a method
to fight corruption, especially in Latin America and the Caribbean, where the
penetration of mobile telephony can facilitate technological adoptions” [5], the
application of Hyperledger Fabric technology with intelligent contracts, provides
a starting point to understand a chain of Hyperledger Fabric blocks to consult and
update with a Ledger to generate X.509 certificates that are used by applications
that interact with a blockchain authorized [47].
Figure 5 describes how the Hyperledger Fabric, which is a set of functions, uses
the Ledger to initiate the status information and the read/write requests through the
connections.

Figure 5.
Prototype integration of security technologies.

7. Conclusions
The security of information is considered strategic and the main asset of
public and private organizations. In this chapter, we consider the previous analyzes carried out by the authors in the area of information and communications
technologies (ICT) and information security to determine the impact it has on
the incorrect management of information. The weakness in the administration
of information security is taken advantage of by all officials or workers at an
operational, tactical, and strategic level of the public organizations of Ecuador
to generate corruption such as incorrect identification of citizens, dead voters,
embezzlement in public coffers, false titles especially acquired by the politicians,
for all the aforementioned it is concluded that to avoid corruption in a country at
13
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all levels the first matter that we are the inhabitants must be changed, laws with
strong sanctions to the politicians without parliamentary immunity, application of information and communications technologies (ICT) in suitable form, to
fulfill international standards in administration of security of the information
like ISO 27001, Cobit 5.0, definition of profiles for the selection of information
and communications technologies (ICT) managers, directors or coordinators who
are from the area of knowledge in undergraduate degrees, masters, and doctorates, complying with the provisions of SENESCYT and UNESCO. That planning
organisms such as the National Secretariat of Planning and Development-Ecuador
(Senplades) and the Ministry of Labor Relations consider the position of manager,
director, general coordinator of information and communications technologies
(ICT) at the same level as the main authority of the Public Organization, Change
of culture in the directive civil servants who must consider that the information
and communications technologies (ICT) are those that a public organization must
govern to be competitive.
To improve the security of information, administrative policies must be changed
in information security, using technologies related to immutable security algorithms, Ledger, Hyperledger, etc..
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